This paper analyzes a multi-round ow control algorithm that attempts to minimize the time required to multicast a message to a group of recipients and receive responses directly from each group member. Such a ow control algorithm may be necessary because the urry of responses to the multicast can over ow the bu er space of the process that issued the multicast. The condition that each recipient directly respond to the multicast prevents the use of reliable multicast protocols based on software combining trees or negative-acknowledgements.
Introduction
Operating systems limit the amount of bu er space allocated to interprocess communicationchannels for a simple reason. If any single or handful of channels consumed excessive bu er space, then the throughput of other channels could su er or the operating system could deadlock. Flow control mechanisms prevent a source from over owing its sink's limited bu er space. This paper describes and models a ow control algorithm for reliable, multicast on a local area network. It also develops and experimentally con rms a model of an operating system's bu er service time, which the ow control algorithm needs. In contrast to ow control algorithms for virtual circuits which manage a single source, this algorithm manages an entire group of sources that are all trying to deliver data to a single sink. The paper uni es and simpli es the presentation of this problem as presented in our conference papers 11, 10] and gives analysis that have not been published 9].
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Avoiding Flow Control
If neither of the above conditions need be satis ed, then implementations of reliable and ordered multicast can avoid the implosion phenomena through multicast algorithms based on negative-acknowledgements or 6, 19, 27, 1] combining-trees 21].
With negative acknowledgement algorithms, a recipient process detects dropped messages from the discontinuity in sequence numbers that such drops cause. Upon discovering missing sequence numbers, a recipient sends a negative-acknowledgement message requesting that some repository retransmit the missing message or messages.
Negative-acknowledgement algorithms make it di cult for the multicast originator to bound the delay between sending the multicast and con rming that it has been received by all the recipients. The complication occurs when a recipient misses a multicast. The recipient does not discover it has missed a message until it manages to receive one. If the originator resends the multicast as a way to prod the negative-acknowledgement algorithm into action, there is no guarantee that the o ending recipient will receive this message either.
With combining-tree algorithms, the multicast's recipients route their acknowledgements from the leaf nodes to the tree's root. Acknowledgements arrive in post x order. That is, when all of a nodes' children have acknowledged the multicast, then the node responds to its parent. If a parent node fails to receive an acknowledgement from one of its children before some timeout expires, then the parent retransmits the multicast.
If recipients on a local area network need only acknowledge the message, then a combining-tree algorithm consumes more bandwidth, requires more computation, and executes more slowly than the algorithm presented in Section 1.4. Software combining-trees are also more di cult to implement and maintain as group membership evolves, and o er nothing if the recipients need to send data rather than just an acknowledgement.
For reliable multicast over wide-area packet networks, the best response collecting strategy depends on the response size and the network's topology, link delays and packet loss rates. While no production implementation of reliable, wide-area multicast exists, the two leading proposals identify dropped multicast packets through a variant on negative acknowledgements 1, 3] . Neither strategy employs combining-trees because their creation and maintenance would require violating the separation of the network routing and transport layers or would move too much complexity into the network layer. Hence, as long as response sizes and network characteristics favor transmitting responses as datagrams, the fastest way to provide a de nitive acknowledgement is to address responses directly to the originator.
In summary, for both local and wide-area networks, negative-acknowledgement and combining-tree based algorithms cannot easily satisfy our two conditions, and some form of ow control algorithm is needed.
Flow Control
When a pair of computers exchange data over a virtual circuit, they most frequently employ sliding window-based ow control algorithms such as TCP or X. 25 . Until recently, sliding window ow control and network congestion control proceeded independently; sources and sinks negotiated and then employed a constant ow control window. Because the sliding window prevented sources from sending more data than their sinks could bu er, the sink's protocol processing bu ers never over owed. Researchers developed closed queuing network models that approximated the delay and throughput of xed-window, ow control algorithms 25].
Jacobson merged ow and congestion control via a dynamic window selection algorithm that he named slow start 18]. The source and sink still negotiate a maximum window size, but the source recalculates its window each time it nishes transmitting a window of data. The source decreases its window size when it detects congestion but otherwise slowly increases it. Given a big enough sink window, in practice this algorithm achieves nearly 100% utilization of a channel's theoretical bandwidth.
The obvious way to extend virtual circuit ow control algorithms to reliable multicast is to establish a virtual circuit between each recipient and the originator. Variants on this idea work well if recipients must transfer large quantities of data. However, recipients usually only need to send a handful of data packets, and establishing individual virtual circuits for each recipient is costly and ine cient. A lighter weight ow control protocol is desirable.
Suppose, for example, that the originator has su cient space to bu er one or two responses, and it can process a response every second. A ow control algorithm could slot time (time division multiplexing) and schedule the recipients so that only one response arrives every second. The algorithm considered here builds on this idea. It directs the responding processes to hold their responses for some random, uniformly distributed delay, called the backo time, before sending them to the originator. The backo time depends on the number of recipients that will respond, the number of times that the originator is willing to retransmit its message due to bu er over ow, and the originator's available bu er space and bu er service time distribution. Cheriton employed a variant of this algorithm in his V-system 8].
The rst obvious extension to this randomized algorithm is to assign speci c arrival times or slots to each individual recipient. If each recipient stores the entire multicast group membership list, then pre-assigning slots is as simple as keeping this list sorted by network address. However, variations in recipient process scheduling granularity, varying machine workloads, and variations caused by network Media Access Control (MAC) schemes and network background tra c make, in practice, the inter-arrival distribution of responses appear more random than deterministic. In fact, the entire issue of MAC schemes is beyond this paper's scope.
For these reasons and for reasons of tractability, the rest of this paper addresses backo times for the uniformly randomized backo algorithm. One could view the backo times we calculate as an upper bound of the backo times needed for the pre-assigned slot backo algorithm 1 .
Limited Bu ers
Computing backo times requires knowing the distribution of time it takes the originator to empty one of its limited bu ers. This distribution depends on whether the limited bu er is in the network interface or in the operating system's protocol processing layers, in which case it depends on the degree of multiprogramming and the operating system's protocol processing architecture. Figure 1 identi es possible locations for limited bu ers.
Some interfaces for high speed networks move arriving packets into their own fast but limited bu er memory. Take, for example, AMD's 100 Mb/s FDDI interface 14]. This interface can experience bu er over ow if many packets arrive before the operating system has a chance to copy them to more spacious system memory. Copying packets from interface memory to system memory takes place at hardware interrupt priority, typically the highest possible priority. The dotted bu er in Figure 1 indicates the network interface's bu er. This bu er need not be present; take for example AMD's 10Mb/s Lance Ethernet interface 13]. This interface moves arriving packets directly into the more spacious operating system memory which may be sized to limit over ow. The Lance chip has no bu ers that the operating system need copy.
Operating systems limit the bu er space allocated to particular interprocess communication channels. This is enforced after demultiplexing, when the channel to which packets belong is rst distinguishable. Typically, the message reassembly bu ers are not limited when system memory is abundant, but the operating system can ruthlessly garbage collect these bu ers when system memory is tight. When the last packet in a message arrives, the system moves the message from the reassembly bu ers and demultiplexes it into the limited bu er from which a user level process can read. This processing occurs at the software interrupt priority, which is at a higher priority than user processes, but lower than the hardware interrupt priority.
Protocol processing is preemptive. When a packet arrives at the network interface, it causes a hardware interrupt, which invokes the network interface interrupt handler and suspends both protocol processing and user processes. The interface's interrupt handler prepares the interface for the next packet, posts a software interrupt, and returns. The posted software interrupt invokes the message reassembly and protocol processing handler. This handler processes the packet, reassembles the packets into the original message, and once reassembled, attempts to enqueue the message in the limited bu er assigned to the user process. Note that a pending software interrupt request does not preempt the software interrupt handler, but remains pending until the previously invoked handler returns.
Retransmission Timeout
Because some recipients can drop the multicast and the originator can drop some of the recipients' responses, the originator may need to retransmit the multicast. For this reason, the originator needs to set a retransmission timer upon transmitting the multicast. The retransmission timeout is set a bit longer (perhaps 20 milliseconds) than the backo period over which recipients delay their responses. Note that the sender transmits the backo period to the recipients in the multicast message header. Figure 2 illustrates the process of collecting responses from six recipients with an originator with bu er space for a single response. We assume that the multicast message format contains a bit map or list of the recipients that must respond. In the example, the originator transmits the multicast, successfully receives two responses but drops the other four. The rst round of multicast ends when the originator's retransmission timer expires. During the second round the originator retransmits the multicast to the remaining four recipients, but only collects two more responses. It nally collects the remaining two responses during the third round. We de ne the elapsed time between sending the multicast and collecting the response from all of the recipients as the multicast's latency.
Selectively retransmitting a multicast to speci c recipients raises a technical di culty. It is not possible to selectively retransmit to a subset of a multicast group using broadcast-based multicast. Rather, each group member must eld an interrupt, receive the retransmission, and examine the bit map to see if the originator requests that it resend its response. Hence, when the fraction of unacknowledged recipients is small, e ciency calls for retransmitting to unacknowledged recipients with a sequence of unicasts rather than a single multicast. The exact fraction which calls for switching to unicast depends on the application.
It falls upon the multicast originator to select a large enough backo interval and retransmission timeout to collect most or all of the recipient's responses in the rst round, yet not so long that it unnecessarily increases the latency. We will see that picking backo times that force an occasional second round signi cantly reduces the multicast's latency. Over owing bu ers can save time! The rest of this paper analyzes the bu er over ow process at network interfaces and in protocol processing bu ers, and then describes how to compute backo times that minimize a multicast's latency. At times you may wish to refer to the glossary of symbols at the end of this paper.
Multicast and Bu er Over ow
This section approximates the distribution of the number of bu er over ows that occur at network interface and protocol processing bu ers when multicast recipients employ uniform backo before responding. Below, j (n; s; t) denotes the probability that j of n responses are lost to over ow when, at the time the multicast is transmitted, s bu ers were occupied and recipients employ a backo time of t.
Arrival Process
What is the arrival process of n responses uniformly distributed on 0; ? To answer this question, we treat message arrivals as point processes. This means that, for example, the Ethernet collision algorithm is not modeled and that packets take no transmission time on the wire. We even treat a multiple packet message as a point process. This approximation is equivalent to saying that the network bandwidth is in nite. It greatly simpli es the analysis that follows at the cost of slightly overestimating the probability that bu ers over ow.
Treating arrivals as point processes enables us to appeal to order statistics 24] to get a handle on the interarrival time distribution for large n. Denoting the (random) arrival time of a recipient by Y i , the order statistics are the n arrival times sorted from smallest to largest:
Y (1) Y (2) ::: Y (n) :
The expected arrival time of the rst response is just the expected value of the rst order statistic:
This is easily computed by integrating over the tail of the distribution of Y (1) . The tail is just the probability that all n responses arrive after time x:
1 ? P (1) (x) PfY (1) xg = (1 ? x= ) n : Feller 16] shows that as n ! 1, \the lengths of the successive intervals of our partition behave in the limit as if they were mutually independent, exponentially distributed variables." Although we have nite n, later in this paper we will treat the interarrival process of the responses as if they were mutually independent, exponentially distributed variables, each with expected value =n. Our simulations show that this approximation introduces less error than the point process assumption. Below, we use this approximation to help model bu er over ow inside the operating system where bu er service is preemptive and has a high coe cient of variation.
Network Interfaces
The coe cient of variation of network interface bu er service time is small because operating systems preemptively serve these at high priority. Average service time grows linearly with packet size, and the only contributors to its variability are interrupt service routines for disks and other network interfaces and contention for the system bus. For example, Melvin 22] measured the Ethernet interrupt service time latency for a VAX 8650, and showed that it averaged 664 S with a standard deviation of 257 S to start the DMA transfer from the network interface into the operating system. Of course, the transfer itself took additional time depending on the size of the packet.
We start by computing the distribution of bu er over ows, in the absence of background network tra c. We model bu er service time as exponential. (A similar computation for constant service time is possible but rather complex 9].)
Consider an interface with b bu ers and exponentially distributed service time with rate . Denote by j (n; s; t) the probability that j responses over ow the bu er given that s bu ers start occupied and n more responses will arrive uniformly distributed between now and time t.
If the interface has su cient bu ers for the remaining responses, b ? s n, then the probability that no over ows occur is one. Otherwise we compute j (n; s; t) by integrating over the arrival time x of the rst order statistic and exploiting the fact that the arrival distribution of the remaining responses is also uniform over x; t. Inside the integral, we sum over the number of bu ers that the the server manages to empty by time x. j (n; s; t) = Finally, the integral also employs the exact probability density of the rst order statistic:
In review, this derivation of j (n; s; t) for network interfaces does not model network MAC protocols and assumes that responses are point processes. It exactly represents responses as uniformly distributed over the backo interval and treats bu er service time as exponentially distributed.
Expected Number of Over ows
From the distribution of over ows, we can compute the expected number of over ows as P n j=1 j j (n; s; t). The initial value of s is usually zero because user processes issuing multicasts have less priority than the bu er emptying processes (see Section 2.2.2). The initial value of t is the multicast's backo time. If the distribution of over ows is not needed, it is simpler to calculate the expected number directly. Denote this quantity by (n; s; t), where n, s, and t mean the same as before. This requires integrating over the number of over ows that occur conditioned on the number of bu ers emptied before the arrival time of Y (1) : (n; s; t) = In summary, the expected number of over ows derived above is exact given both the point process and lack of MAC modelling assumptions.
Background Tra c
Our analyses did not account for the e ect of other tra c competing for the network interface's limited bu ers. Real background tra c could range from an occasional remote login packet, to a urry of responses from one of our previous multicasts or from some other multicast group, or to a continual blast of le transfer packets. If background tra c can be modeled as a Poisson process, admittedly a strong assumption, we can fold it into the analysis.
The idea is that the network's nite bandwidth limits the amount of background tra c that can arrive during a round of multicast. Hence we can calculate the bu er occupancy distribution at the time the multicast is transmitted, calculate the truncated distribution of the number of background packets that can arrive before the round's timeout expires, assume that background and multicast packets are indistinguishable, and then compute the distribution and expected number of over ows.
Operating systems empty buffers at a higher priority than they run user processes. Hence, on one hand, if the process that originates the multicast runs as a user process, this essentially guarantees that the interface's bu ers are empty at the time that the multicast is transmitted. On the other hand, if an operating system process sends the multicast, then the interface bu ers could be in any state when the multicast is transmitted.
For the latter case, we assume that the Poisson background tra c causes the server to reach its equilibrium distribution of bu ers occupied when the multicast is transmitted. The distribution, I, is the distribution of an M/M/1/b queue with arrival rate and service rate . De ning the queue's load as = = , Kleinrock 20] shows that the probability that s bu ers are occupied is:
For user process multicast, as discussed above, I 0 = 1 and all other I s are zero. The distribution of the number of background packets that arrive on 0; is just the Poisson distribution: B i = ( ) i e ? =i! However, the nite network bandwidth limits the number of bytes of background packets that can arrive on 0; . Denote this limit as . We must normalize the distribution B by dividing it by the P i=0 B i . Denote the normalized distribution by B .
We are now able to calculate and in the presence of Poisson background tra c. We condition the calculation of the number of over ows on knowing i, the number of background messages that arrive with the n responses on 0; . Note that having so conditioned the background tra c, the arrival of background events is uniformly distributed on 0; , just like the responses! The expected number of responses that over ow is just the average over the initial bu er occupancy distribution, the number of background packets that arrive, and the fraction of the total number of over ows that belong to responses, n=(n + i):
The probability that j responses over ow, j (n; s; t), is more di cult to derive. Recall the hypergeometric distribution 15]. This distribution describes the probability of choosing r balls such that l of them are red from a set composed of n red balls and i white balls:
n + i r Considering the multicast's n responses as red balls and the i background messages as white balls, the probability that l of r over ows are responses is exactly the hypergeometric probability just given. The probability that j responses over ow is the average over the initial bu er occupancy distribution, the number of background packets that arrive on 0; , and the probability that l of the over ows are responses: 
Network Over ow Considered
This section's calculation for the distribution of over ows of network interface bu ers, in the absence of background tra c, depended only on the point-process assumption and the exponential service time model of the interface. Is network bu er over ow a situation that can arise in practice?
As network bandwidths increase, we believe the answer is yes. The faster the network, the more likely that the interface must bu er packets itself. As a possible application for which this analysis applies, consider a master-slave distributed computer animation computation. The master processor could multicast a request for a sequence of graphics computation from a process group of 16 slaves. The slaves could each respond with a 128 Kbyte bit map image that must be pieced together. For e ciency, an upper level multicast protocol, employing selective acknowledgement, could collect these responses as quickly as possible. A network interface with 512 KB of memory could only simultaneously hold 4 of 16 responses.
Protocol Bu ers
Besides network interfaces, over ow can occur at interprocess communication bu ers, or ipc-bu ers, inside the operating system. Users read() messages from ipc-bu ers after the operating system has reassembled and demultiplexed them, as shown before in Figure 1 . This section describes the discipline with which these bu ers are serviced, constructs a service model, and uses this model to compute the distribution of bu er over ows. It assumes that over ow does not occur at the network interface.
We do not construct a detailed model of scheduling disciplines of multiprogrammed operating systems. Instead, we charge to the bu er service time the vacation time during which a response sits in the ipc-bu er while the processor devotes itself to other processes. Below, we explain this decision and discuss the nature of multiprogrammed operating system schedulers.
Multiprogrammed operating systems schedule user and system processes according to tricky algorithms. For example, AT&T UNIX's Fair-Share Scheduler 2] runs for one time slice the process with the highest priority. When the slice ends or when an event awakens a blocked process, it recomputes priorities and reschedules the processor. Although it assigns a base priority to each process, it lowers the base priority according to how much processor time the process has recently received. The Berkeley UNIX scheduling algorithm is similar.
This scheduling algorithm means that the process receiving the multicast may have a high or low scheduling priority when a response arrives depending on its base priority and the quantity of CPU time it has recently used. After sending the multicast, the process is blocked as it tries to read() its empty ipc-bu er. The network interface interrupt for the rst response, Y (1) , preempts the processor no matter what process is scheduled. Recall that the interrupt service routine prepares the network interface for the next packet and posts a software interrupt. The software interrupt preempts whatever user process was running and causes the operating system to process the packet. Once the last packet in the message arrives, the operating system reassembles the message, then, assuming su cient space exists, enqueues it in the ipc-bu er and marks the multicast process as runnable. The multicast process is not preemptively scheduled unless it has a higher priority than the currently runnable process. Once scheduled, the process copies the message or messages from the ipc-bu er into the user's address space.
The arrival of additional responses or background tra c preempt the multicast process and temporarily suspend its e ort to free the ipc-bu er. Analytically modeling this limited bu er, preemptive, sliding priority scheduling discipline forces us to take a few shortcuts. The rst thing that must go are the integrals and complex expressions for Y (1) caused by the exact treatment of uniform backo . As an alternative to the machinery developed above, we can approximate the interarrival process of the Y (i) as exponentially distributed with rate = n= , as motivated by the quote from Feller 16 ].
Arrival Process Approximation
Computing the distribution of over ows does not reduce to nding the equilibrium distributions of an M/M/1/b queue, because our arrival process is limited to n arrivals. We reconsider the calculations done in the previous section in light of the approximation of exponential arrivals.
The integral expression for the distribution of over ows simpli es to a three-dimensional Markov chain in which the x-axis corresponds to the current number of over ows that have occurred so far, the y-axis corresponds to the current number of occupied bu ers, and the z-axis to the number of responses that have yet to arrive. The chain begins in state (0,0,n) and trickles its way down to state (j,0,0). The probability that j over ows occur is the probability that the chain terminates in state (j,0,0).
The Markov chain is easily evaluated, and only depends on t through = n=t. No over ows occur if su cient bu ers remain. Otherwise, since both the arrival and service distribution is exponential, an arrival occurs before a departure with probability p = =( + ) and a departure occurs before an arrival with probability q = 1 ? p. p j (n ? 1; s + 1) + q j (n; s ? 1) otherwise Likewise the integral expression for the expected number of over ows disappears entirely, which is just as easy to compute as P n j=1 j j (n; s). Calculations based on the exponential arrival approximation improve with larger n and become indistinguishable from the exact values when n 20. In contrast, the treatment of the uniform arrival distribution, as presented in Section 2.2, was exact for all values of n, given the point process assumption and ignored Media Access Control scheme. Despite these approximations, we will see that this model accurately predicts the experimentally observed expected number of bu er over ows.
Service Time
When a response message is enqueued on a previously empty ipc-bu er, the operating system unblocks the process waiting to read() it. However, as discussed above, the operating system may not immediately schedule the receiving process to run, and the receiver may have to wait for one or more time slices. Of course, once the receiver is scheduled, it empties the messages enqueued in the ipc-bu er until its slice ends or it is preempted by some other process.
Queueing theorists handle similar situations either with vacation or with exceptional rst service models. In a vacation model, either the server serves the queue, or it is on vacation. A vacation \can only begin at a service completion" and \ends according to well-de ned rules" 28]. In an exceptional rst service model, the arrival that begins a busy period has exceptional service time distribution G 0 (x). Subsequent service times during the same busy period are served with ordinary service distribution G 1 (x). While a vacation model closely represents what the operating system scheduler actually does, below we use an exceptional rst service model because it leads to cleaner algebra. We use the exceptional rst service to model both the time during which the user process is executable but not scheduled and the actual time required to read and free the bu er. Ordinary service models the actual time it takes to read the bu er and, again, time lost to preemptions by other processes. In the ordinary case, however, waiting for other processes occurs less frequently because, since it is scheduled, our process is currently the highest priority process. Figure 3 illustrates the work in system as a function of time. Work in system is zero when the ipc-bu er is empty. An arriving response adds its service time to the work in system. It also begins a busy period if the work in system was zero at the time of its arrival. Responses that arrive during a busy period add their ordinary service time plus a constant preemption time to the work in system. This preemption time corresponds to the network interface interrupt handler and the message reassembly protocol processing, both of which preempt bu er servicing.
At time t 0 , the operating system deposits a response into the previously empty ipc-bu er. The work in system jumps to a+a', which is this response's exceptional rst service time. We split this new work into two components because its service is preempted. At t 1 a second response arrives and adds b+e to the work. This response momentarily preempts the service of the rst response so that the operating system can demultiplex, reassemble, and deposit it into the ipc-bu er. Just as this preemption ends, at t 2 a third response arrives, adds c+f to the work, and preempts service through t 3 . At t 3 , service resumes on the rst response and continues until t 4 at which time service completes. At t 4 , the server begins serving the second response which departs at t 5 . The third response begins service at t 5 . The busy period ends at t 6 when the third response departs. How does over ow e ect work in system? To see this, suppose that the ipc-bu er could only hold two responses. In the example, the third response would still preempt service, but it would be discarded rather than added to the bu er. By discarding the response, the operating system discards the ordinary service work f but not preemption work c.
After measuring the exceptional rst service distribution G 0 (x) and the ordinary service time distribution G 1 (x) of various computer systems, we found that the sum of a constant and a hyperexponential distribution is a pretty good model. The constant portion of the distribution corresponds to the minimum time through the service routines, and are the values typically reported in the literature 5]. The distribution's hyperexponential portion models the e ect of scheduling contention from other processes and devices, as well as bandwidth contention for the system bus: Figure 4 illustrates how a model distribution G i (x), tted with the rst three moments of a measured service time, can convey the key features of the measured service time distribution. We see that both the modeled and empirical curves start raising near 3.5 milliseconds, both reach a knee near 15 milliseconds, and both slowly approach 1.0 by 100 milliseconds. The fact that key features in the empirical curve are preserved in the modeled curveserve to reassure us that G i (x) is a reasonable service time model.
Service Preemptions
Let denote the constant service preemption that an arriving response causes (segments b and c in Figure 3 ). As Figure 3 illustrates, each preemption increases the departure time of the server's current customer by . However, because the arrival process is assumed exponentially distributed, the increase in departure time increases the chance that yet more responses arrive and preempt service. Each of these possible arrivals would themselves increase the departure time of the current customer and increase the likelihood that yet more of the remaining responses arrive. We need to calculate P j;n (G i (x)), the probability that j of n possible preemptions occur while servicing a customer with service distribution G i (x). We do this in stages. We rst calculate the distribution of the number of preemptions purely due to the service time distribution G i (x), ignoring the preemptions that increase its actual departure time. Then we calculate the distribution of the number of preemptions that each of these preemptions cause. Finally, we combine these two distributions to calculate P j;n (G i (x)).
Let f? n (a; b)(G i (x)) : 0 a b 1g be the number of preemptions that occur between time a and time b of a customer's service, given that n responses are outstanding. Let ? j;n (a; b)(G i (x)) denote the probability that ? n (a; b)(G i (x)) = j. Under this de nition, ? n (0; i )(G i (x)) counts the number of preemptions due to the constant portion of the service time, and ? n ( i ; 1)(G i (x)) counts the preemptions due to the service time's random portion.
The event f? n (0; i )(G i (x)) = j; j < ng has the probability of j Poisson events occurring in time i .
? j;n (0; i )(G i (x)) = ( i ) j e ? i =j!
The event f? n ( i ; 1)(G i (x)) = j; j < ng occurs with probability obtained by integrating over the distribution G i (x). We are now ready to calculate the distribution of the number of preemptions that occur while serving a response with service distribution G i (x). Denote the k th convolution of distribution N bp by N bp(k) . This distribution describes the probability that i customers are served in k back-to-back M/D/1 busy periods. The probability P j;n that, before it departs, a response's service is preempted j times is: This concludes the hard work. From here, calculating the distribution of over ows is just a variation of the previous theme.
Distribution of Over ows
The previous sections calculated all the components necessary to compute the distribution of the number of ipc-bu er over ows. The calculation employs the embedded M/G/1/b Markov chain whose departure instants are regeneration points of a sort. The transition probabilities come from the distribution of preemptions P j;n (G i (x)) calculated above, which di er from the pure M/G/1/b transition probabilities.
We denote the probability that j over ows occur by j (n; s; i), where n is the number of responses left to arrive, s is the number of occupied bu ers, and i 2 (0; 1) indicates whether the service distribution should be taken from G 0 (x) or G 1 (x). The rst three rules are easy to understand. The rst rule describes situations that cannot occur and thus have probability zero: negative bu er length or negative number of outstanding responses. The second rule says that the probability of not experiencing over ow is 1 if su cient bu er space exists for the remaining responses. The third rule says that if no response is in service, then one will eventually arrive but must have the exceptional rst service distribution i = 0.
The fourth rule describes the transition probabilities of the ipc-bu er. It sums over k, the number of preemptions that occur before the departure instant of the response in service. P k;n (G i (x)) describes the probability that k preemptions ocur. The transition is to the state described by (n ? k; ; ; 1), where n ? k is the number of responses yet to arrive and and are described below.
Because the Markov chain is embedded at departure instants, at least one bu er is free in the new state. Hence, is at most b ? 1 and is otherwise the sum of one less than the previous number in queue plus the number of new arrivals. The transition to the new state may or may not have over owed the ipc-bu er. Over ows that occurred during the transition are accounted for by . A similarcalculation is possible for the expected number of over ows, which is just P n j=0 j j (n; 0; ; 0). Besides, we need the distribution of over ows to compute backo times , which is the problem that we now address.
Backo Period Calculation
If the number of responses exceeds the number of bu ers, then the probability that responses over ow is nonzero. The multicast's originator can reduce the probability of losing responses to over ow by employing backo , although the elapsed time to receive all replies, the multicast's latency, increases with backo time. We now discuss how an originator can reduce latency with two-round and threeround multicasts.
In a two-round multicast, the originator intentionally selects a rst-round backo time that is too short to avoid bu er over ow. Then, picking a backo time as a function of the number of uncollected responses, the originator retransmits the multicast during a second round. Because fewer recipients reply during the second round, the second round's backo time is also short. The expected value of the two-round latency is just the sum of the rst round backo time plus the expected value of the second round backo time. The two-round latency can be much shorter than a one-round latency. This can be extended to an arbitrary number of rounds, but as each round raises the multicast's computational costs, the typical originator should limit itself to two or three rounds (Recall the de nition of round and its illustration in Figure 2 ).
Two Round Multicasts
Suppose, after the rst round of a two-round multicast, that j more responses must be collected during the second round. The recipient must select second-round backo time, 2 (j), so that the probability of over ow is low. Exactly how low depends on the application. If the recipient does not wish to incur further overhead on additional retransmissions, it could pick a backo time such that over ow occurs with probability, say, 1 in 100. In terms of our notation 2 , the recipient would set the backo time 2 (j) so that 0 (j; 0; 2 (j)) 0:99. If latency is more important than overhead, the recipient could pick a backo time so that over ow could occur with probability, say, 1 in 10. In the nal analysis, 0 (j; 0; 2 (j)) is application speci c.
In a minimal latency two-round algorithm, the originator selects the rst round's backo time so that the expected value of the second round's backo time plus the rst round's backo time is minimal. Denoting the rst and second round's backo time by 1 (n) and 2 (j) respectively, it should pick 1 (n) to
The expected second-round backo time depends on j, the number of responses lost to over ow during the rst round. This expected value is just the sum, over j, of the probability that j over ows occur times the second-round backo time 2 (j), as demanded by the application. The minimization over 1 (n) is easily found by searching for the expression's single minima.
Given the server's bu er size and service time distribution, one can precompute a timeout table of 1 (n) and 2 (j) for use by a multicast originator. For example, Table 1 shows a portion of a timeout table computed for a two-round multicast with a 5-bu er, exponentially distributed server with unit service rate, calculated such that 0 (j; 0; 2 (j)) = 0:99.
As an example of using the table, consider a two-round multicast to 17 recipients. On the rst round the sender places the backo time of 10.1 in the message header. Suppose that it only receives 5 of the responses and misses the other 12. On the second round, it places the backo time of 34.3 in the message header and transmits the identity of the recipients that should respond again. The table's fourth column lists the total expected backo time L(n): the sum of the rst round's backo time and the expected value of the second round's backo time: 1 (n) + P n j=0 j (n; s; 1 (n)) 2 (j). The expected backo time is zero for two-round multicast to 10 recipients because no backo time is needed: at worst, the sender receives half of the responses on the rst round and the other half on the second round. In practice, the backo times in the table should be increased by the responses' network transmission time plus some time for competing network background tra c, and time for network MAC scheduling.
Two-round multicasts can be several times faster than one round multicasts. For the multicast described in Table 1 , a one round multicast to 17 recipient takes 58 time units, but a two round multicast takes 13 units. This ratio increases with the variance of bu er service time distribution.
3-Round Multicasts
One can create a 3-round timeout table by rst constructing a 2-round timeout table, as above. Denote the rst, second, and third round backo times by 0 (n), 1 (j), and 2 (k). The minimization problem becomes pick 0 (n) to minimize the expected three round latency, E 0 + 1 + 2 ]. Let j be the number of responses dropped during the rst round and L(j) denote the minimal latency two-round multicast to j-recipients as computed above. Then the minimization becomes This minimization is easily searched for the optimal rst-round backo time 0 (n). In practice, the rst transmission is made with the just computed 0 (n). The second round is sent with backo time 1 (j), where j is the number of responses not collected during the rst round. The third round employs 2 (k), where k is the number of responses still not collected after the second round.
This process of additional rounds can be extended arbitrarily. However, for practical numbers of recipients and bu er sizes, two or three rounds should be su cient.
Experimental Veri cation
We conducted experiments to test the accuracy of our model for ipc-bu er over ow. This required instrumenting the operating system of various computers to measure the bu er service time and the preemption time . Using the method derived in the appendix, we t the model service time distributions for G 0 (x) and G 1 (x) to the moments of the measured service time. Table 2 lists the model's parameters for various size messages and computer systems.
We implemented the multicast backo algorithm on eleven computers connected together via an Ethernet. One computer transmitted the multicast, and ten responded. Figure 5 plots the experimental and predicted average number of bu er over ows for three di erent message sizes. The experiments show that the model faithfully predicts the shape of the over ow curve except at short and very long backo times. At short backo times, the Ethernet MAC algorithm separates the responses by more than the backo time. At really large backo times, the model predicts more over ows than we measured, but we believe this is an artifact of the 20 millisecond scheduling granularity of the multicast recipients.
The match between the empirical and the modeled distribution of over ows, j (n; s; t), is good in the same region over which the expected value is good. Again, we believe that our modelling approximations, both the point process assumption and our failure to model the network MAC layer leads, are responsible for the prediction errors.
Conclusions
This paper described a ow control algorithm for multicast in which multicast recipients hold their responses for a random backo time before answering. It then derived models of the bu er over ow process at network interfaces and within the interprocess communication bu ers within a multiprogrammed operating system. It discussed how to calculate the range of the recipient's backo algorithm to minimize the amount of time it takes to reliably deliver the multicast and to receive a response from every recipient. Finally, it presented experimental veri cation for the models' predictions.
The over ow model for network interfaces depended on the amount of other network background tra c. The over ow model for ipc-bu ers depended on the bu er service time distribution, which, as we de ned it, depends on a computer's total workload as well as the actual time to service a response. This raises the question of how to track variations in a computer's workload over time.
One could instrument the operating system to compute the moments of the service time and pass the measurements to a process that occasionally recomputes the timeout table. Alternatively, one could build a timeout table that is self-tuning. The key to building a self-tuning, multi-round multicast is the fact that an optimal two-round multicast is not terribly sensitive to the rst round's backo time. This insensitivity means that the rst round's backo time need not be frequently updated. The second-round backo time can be computed dynamically by keeping track of the probability of over ows after the second round. If this probability is lower than desired, the backo times can be shortened. If it is too large, the backo times can be lengthened. Because instrumenting operating systems can be di cult, computing backo times adaptively is probably more practical and more robust than computing them from pure analysis. Regardless of the approach, we believe that the analyses presented here can lead to practical algorithms for limited bu er multicast.
Hence, we can t the rst three moments of a measured distribution to an H 2 distribution, as long as the roots above are real.
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